Building on the Past

Washington’s remarkable openness is the legacy of Pierre Charles L’Enfant, the French engineer who, with surveyor Andrew Ellicott and mathematician Benjamin Banneker, laid out the city in 1791. L’Enfant wanted his fledgling capital to make a powerful symbolic statement, so he designed a city of broad avenues and imposing public spaces that radiate outward from the “President’s House” and the “Congress House” like spokes on a wheel. Space — great, unfolding expanses of it — was a way to distinguish America from Europe, and new world capitals from old.
At the same time, L’Enfant recognized that grandeur is never enough. So where his sweeping boulevards intersected the grid of local streets, he created circles and squares and proposed for them monuments and statues to symbolize the joining of federal and state interests. These public spaces were to be the focal points of neighborhoods to encourage the mixing of big and little, grand and ordinary.

*Extending the Legacy* enlarges L’Enfant’s vision by protecting Washington’s open spaces and by distributing federal investment to all quadrants of the city. It increases public access to the waterfront, a key feature of L’Enfant’s Plan, by creating a new network of parks, playing fields, marinas and other attractions that enrich urban life. By removing the Southeast/Southwest Freeway near the Mall and relocating the railroad tracks from Maryland and Virginia avenues, the plan allows the restoration of major L’Enfant thoroughfares, including Maryland, Virginia and Delaware avenues and South Capitol Street.

The L’Enfant Plan laid the foundation for modern Washington. Yet in the decades that followed its adoption, many of its bold ideas were ignored or subverted. The new Treasury building cut off the view of the White House from Capitol Hill. Railroad tracks sliced across the Mall near the present National Gallery of Art. The Mall itself became a hodgepodge of informal gardens, pastures and walkways that blocked the path from the Capitol to the Washington Monument.

The McMillan Plan of 1901 restored the Mall’s historic sweep and framed it with impressive museums and monuments that celebrate our nation’s achievements. It created Memorial Bridge to unite Washington and Virginia, symbolizing the reuniting of the North and South at the end of the Civil War. By reclaiming the Anacostia River and reconnecting it to the heart of the city, *Extending the Legacy* builds on the McMillan Plan’s precedents.
Washington’s revived waterfront will sparkle with cafés, boating and street life.
The McMillan Plan has guided development of the Monumental Core in the 20th Century.
Clockwise, from upper left: South Capitol Street • New bridge linking Anacostia and East Capitol Street • North Capitol Street at New York Avenue • Possible Supreme Court site on South Capitol Street